**THIS LOVE**

Artist: Maroon 5  
Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek – darolyn@daretoclog.com  
CD: Songs About Jane  
Level: Intermediate

Wait 16 beats  

**INTRO**  
4 Stomp Doubles (1/4 turn left each) -  
Stomp DS DS RS  
L R L RL

**PART A**  
Ohio - DS RS R Heel Flap Step DT DS DT Heel(tch) Up  
L RL R L L R L R R R  
Western Rock Western Brush - DS DR Step(xib) RS DR Step(xib) RS Br Up DS RS  
R R L RL L R LR L L RL

Repeat both steps with opposite footwork

**CHORUS**  
This Love - DS DT DS DT Bounce(out) Bounce (Lxif) Bounce (out) Bounce(Rxif) Bounce (out) Ba/He Sl  
L R R L L BOTH BOTH BOTH BOTH BOTH R/L R  
2 Basics (1/2 turn left) - DS RS DS RS  
L RL R LR  
Mountain Goat - DS Ball(xif) Ball Ball(os) Ball (xif) Ball Sl  
L R L R L R R

Repeat to the front

**INTRO** - 4 Stomp Doubles

**PART A** - Ohio, Western Rock Western Brush, Repeat with opposite footwork

**CHORUS** - This Love, 2 Basics (1/2 turn left), Mountain Goat, Repeat to front

**INTRO** - 4 Stomp Doubles

**PART B**  
Brushover Deluxe - DS Br Up DS(xif) RS RS Br Up DS RS  
L R R LR LR L L RL

Basketball Basic (1/2 turn left) - PIVOT(1/2 left turn) STEP DS RS  
R L R LR

Utah Rock Slide - DS DT RS Ba Sl  
L R RL R R

Repeat to front

**CHORUS**  
This Love  
2 Basics (1/4 turn left)  
Mountain Goat  
Repeat 3 more times to front  
Repeat 1 more time with no turning on the Basics